Write
Select with the pen nib

Erase with the pen bottom

Sometimes you have to take back to better see the whole.

Toolbar
The yellow mark shows the used tool

Navigation window
The yellow mark shows the displayed page

Go to the next page with the navigation window
Touch the screen with your finger and slide it across the surface for marker mode.

For changing display magnification, touch the screen with two fingers and spread or pinch them together.

For turning pages, touch the screen with two spaced fingers. Sweep left or right.

- Marker mode
- Display magnification
- Turning pages
Write your first name changing **colors** and **thickness of the line**.

Handwriting entry mode.

Select the tool indicated by **tips and tricks** to display colors and thickness of the line.
Write from 1 to 10
And Undo to 5 and Redo to 10.

Undo and Redo actions.

Press once to undo an action.
Write today’s date
Ex: Thursday 6th February

Fair copy entry mode
(recognized write free hand and converted to text data)

Touch and write characters in the squares on the guideline.
Place the star into the square.

Select entry mode.

Touch or enclose to selecting, resizing, moving the strokes.
Copy the circle and paste it into the small square, to obtain a circle in each square.

Select to Copy/Cut/Paste.

After selecting a stroke, you can copy or cut an object, then select “Paste” and touch the screen for copy.
Partially delete color lines with the pen nib

Partially Delete entry mode.

Other delete functions are available in “Select and delete” icon.
Enlarge the plan with the zoom tool or your fingers.

Choose loupe magnification.

Use the display area with the pen nib in the tool to move inside the view.
Select a template and add it to a new blank page. Then go back to page 10.

Adding a template.

5 templates screen have been imported in advance.
Save a file to a USB flash memory

Insert a USB flash memory into USB port on the side on the screen.

*Only one must be connected.*

After connecting your USB flash memory, go to the next page.
Save a file to a USB flash memory

Touch [ Save File ]

Select « USB Memory »

Touch [ Option settings for Saved File ]

Select « Specify the PDF file name »

Touch the text zone and enter the new file name

Touch « Set »

Then touch « Save »
You can store your files in the machine for a limited period of time. (up to 30 days)

1. Touch [ Save File ]
   Then [ Temporary Save Folder ]

2. Enter the meeting code (4 to 10 digits).
   Any number can be specified.
Download a temporally saved file from the Web page

- Touch icon displayed at the top of the screen and check the IP address.
- Enter the IP address in your web browser’s URL bar.
- Download temporally saved file with the meeting code previously defined.